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Last time I wrote, I
mentioned that Sééba and I
would go to Dakar for him
to apply for a UK visa to
visit this summer. Séadly,
his application was
refused. We have decided
to wait until next year
before reapplying. We are
disappointed not to be
able to come to the UK
this summer, but are
trusting God’s timing.
However, we also have
some good news that will
keep us busy over the
Our empty plot of land – Séba took this picture from one end;
summer – we have just
you can just about see his two brothers standing on the
bought a plot of land in
boundary markers at the other end.
Ziguinchor, and we plan to
start building a house
over the coming months! That will keep Sééba busy during the school holidays! We are now
discussing ideas for what we would like to build, and hope to talk to a proper architect
soon who can tell us whether our ideas are feasible. While in Dakar, we also got some
more information on the process for me to apply for Séenegalese nationality as dual
nationality; it is a complicated process, and staying here over the summer will hopefully
give us time to gather all the required paperwork. During the holidays we also plan to take
a trip to Kolda, 4.5 hours east of Ziguinchor, to visit Sééba’s parents and siblings.

Bloom workshop
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If you would be interested in
praying for me or in supporting
me either with a one-of gif or
by standing order, please contact
Lynn Orr for more information.
Alternatively, cheques payable
to Wyclife Bible Translators can
be accompanied with a covering
note explaining it is for Clare Orr
and sent to Wyclife UK direct.
You can also give online at
http://wyclife.org.uk/memberfu
ndraising/Clare+Orr
Gif Aid forms are available on
request.

During April, I spent a week in Dakar helping with a workshop. Along with two other
members of SéIL (Wyclife’s partner organisationn from elsewhere in West Africa, we trained
the participants in the
use of Bloom. Bloom is
a computer program
developed by SéIL to
make it easy to create
books in local
languages. Those
taking part in the
workshop ranged from
the heads of publishing
houses to school
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grips with Bloom.
Helping a group to create a book using Bloom

This workshop was
part of a large scale
project to introduce
the use of local
languages in primary
schools in Séenegal.
Very few books exist
in these languages,
because the majority
of education here is in
French. Our hope is
that Bloom will
facilitate the
production of books
for use in primary
school classes, so that
children can learn to
read in a language
Group photo with some of the workshop partcipants
they understand.

Praise and prayer
Praise God for his
provision of fnances to
buy land here in
Ziguinchor, and give
thanks that all the related
paperwork has been
sorted. Pray for wisdom as
we decide what to build
and pray for everything
that will be involved in
that process.

Praise God that in spite of
logistical uncertainties, the
Bloom workshop came
together and went well.
Pray that the participants
would use the skills they
Helping with the workshop was valuable experience for me too. It gave me an opportunity
learnt, and that they
to work alongside two experienced trainers as well as to interact with the participants,
would be able to create
some of whom have decades of experience in education, publishing or local language
appropriate reading
writing.
material for primary
school children in
Zig work
Séenegalese languages.
During April, three colleagues from Dakar
visited Ziguinchor for various meetings. Sééba Give thanks for the time
and I enjoyed having one of them to stay
we’ve been able to spend
with us for fve days. I participated in some of with my colleagues and
their meetings, including visits to both of the with Sééba’s family in both
bookshops we hope to sell our resources
Dakar and Ziguinchor. This
from as I wrote last time.
time is very important as
we integrate our worlds.
I’ve had other reasons recently to get out and We’ve both had various
about around Ziguinchor, rather than being
minor health complaints
stuck at the ofce. Last week, I paid a visit to over the past few months;
a member of a local church who has been
pray that we would stay
supervising listening groups in his mother
healthy now.
tongue, the Bandial language. These groups
meet weekly to listen to a few chapters of the
New Testament, before discussing what they
have listened to. When literacy rates are low,
they are an important way for people to get
access to God’s word in their language.
I wanted to encourage the supervisor, to fnd
out why some groups are working well but
other groups haven’t continued, and to hear
his ideas on other ways we can support the
local church and their use of local languages.
Until next time,
Matching outits for Séba’s cousin’s wedding

Clare

We enjoy tme in the kitchen
and were glad to make this
cake together for his cousin!

